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Abstract— Vehicular safety applications based on1

DSRC/802.11p have strict reliability requirement (greater2

than 0.99). However, it is difficult to achieve high reliability in3

wireless medium as the transmission is vulnerable to various4

wave propagation issues. To the best of our knowledge, none of5

the existing emergency message dissemination schemes in the6

literature, achieves a predefined reliability in the lossy channel.7

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme, called reliable8

emergency message dissemination scheme (REMD), which9

achieves a predefined reliability for message dissemination while10

satisfying delay requirements, for various channel conditions.11

We aim to guarantee very high reliability (e.g., 99%) in each12

hop, with low control overhead while keeping low end-to-end13

latency for time-critical applications. We employ zero-correlated14

unipolar orthogonal codes to combat hidden terminal problem.15

We exploit periodic beacons, to accurately estimate reception16

quality of 802.11p wireless link in each cell; then, we use this17

information to determine the optimal number of broadcast18

repetitions in each hop. In addition, to ensure reliability in19

multi-hop, we utilize cooperative communication. The simulation20

results show that REMD outperforms the existing well-known21

schemes in the literature. Furthermore, REMD satisfies latency22

requirements for time-critical vehicular applications and has23

less network overhead than the existing schemes.24

Index Terms— Reliability requirement, multi-hop broadcast-25

ing, emergency message, urban vehicular networks, stochastic26

modeling.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

THE main objective of Intelligent Transportation System29

(ITS) is to improve road safety. On detecting an unex-30

pected event (i.e., a traffic accident), a vehicle immediately31

broadcasts an emergency message to notify nearby related32

drivers ahead of time to allow them to take action in time [4].33

No driver should be deprived of information about emergency34

events. Consequently, high reliability of message dissemina-35

tion is required. Indeed, the MAC layer of the DSRC/802.11p36

standard [19] has strict reliability requirements [20] for safety-37

related applications (i.e., the probability of message delivery38

failure should be less than 0.01 [20]). It is also important39

that the message transfer is completed with the minimum40

possible delay to give drivers enough time to undertake early41
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countermeasures [13], [23]. Under such a fact, the delay 42

requirement for many safety-related applications is a lower 43

bound value compared with driver reaction time [13], [31]. 44

Still, one-hop broadcast reliability is not included in 45

the emerging DSRC standard [5], [21], [28], [44]. Indeed, 46

DSRC/802.11p-based broadcast does not support acknowl- 47

edgement [19], packet retransmission and medium reservation 48

(i.e., RTS/CTS). Many factors can influence probability of 49

successful message reception in wireless communications [18]. 50

Typically, random loss is caused by lossy wireless channel 51

(i.e., signal power attenuation, collision, interference) and node 52

mobility. Safety message broadcast experiences collisions with 53

beacons either due to direct neighbors (i.e., one-hop neighbors) 54

accessing the channel at the same time or due to two-hop 55

neighbors (i.e., the hidden terminal problem [22]). Further- 56

more, dynamic mobility of vehicles makes reliability of com- 57

munication in vehicular networks more complex [11]. These 58

effects are quite predominant in urban vehicular networks in 59

the presence of high rise buildings making vehicular networks 60

quite unreliable. Hence, DSRC/802.11p-based broadcast fails 61

to offer reliability. 62

Several multi-hop broadcast schemes have been proposed 63

in [6]–[8], [24], [36], and [59]. In [6], [7], and [36], the emer- 64

gency message is forwarded to selective forwarders in quick 65

successions. However, in case the forwarder has moved 66

away or is malfunctioning, the multi-hop communication 67

would not be possible. Other schemes [11], [24], [37], [39] 68

propose techniques to mitigate broadcast storm problem. How- 69

ever, these schemes do not consider MAC layer issues in 70

their forwarding node selection mechanism. Random rep- 71

etitions schemes like SFR [9] employs random repetition 72

slots to increase the probability of successful message recep- 73

tion [11]. However, SFR [9] results in low reception prob- 74

ability because of hidden terminal problem. Xu et al. [9], 75

Torrent-Moreno et al. [29], and Zhang et al. [38] proposed 76

to compute structured repetitions pattern based on positive 77

orthogonal codes (POC) [56] (AKA unipolar orthogonal 78

codes (UPOC)) in order to time separate interfering nodes. 79

However, a fixed number of repetitions per time unit may 80

result in the transmission of either too few or too many 81

packets. In addition, existing structured repetitions based 82

schemes [9], [29], [38] are not compatible with the CSMA/CA 83

mechanism of DSRC/802.11p [25]. 84

To overcome these limitations, we propose a reliable multi- 85

hop broadcast scheme (REMD). We have already presented 86

a first version of our scheme in [44] and now we present an 87

extended and elaborated version. To the best of our knowledge, 88

this contribution is the first to guarantee a predefined reliability 89
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while keeping low end-to-end delay in lossy channel. REMD90

allows estimating, with high accuracy, the reception quality91

of links in the transmission range. Then, it uses this infor-92

mation to determine optimal number of emergency message93

repetitions (rebroadcasting) in order to satisfy the predefined94

reliability requirement in each hop. REMD combats hidden95

terminals using Uni-Polar orthogonal codes (UPOC). REMD96

carefully selects multiple forwarders and their positions and97

employs cooperative communication to reinforce achieving98

high reliability in each hop.99

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.100

Section II presents related work. Section III presents a brief101

overview of REMD. Section IV describes, in details, REMD.102

Section V evaluates, via simulations, the performance of103

REMD and compares it to existing related schemes. Finally,104

Section VI concludes the paper and presents future work.105

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION106

Various multi-hop broadcast schemes have been designed107

for vehicular networks. In [39], weighted p-persistence, slot-108

ted 1 - persistence, and slotted p-persistence are introduced.109

These techniques generate redundant retransmissions in dense110

networks resulting in large communication delay. SAPF [24]111

regulates the rebroadcast probability adaptively based on112

the speed of vehicles. However, the techniques in [39] and113

SAPF [24] are not suitable for safety-related applications.114

Furthermore, SAPF [24], weighted p-persistence [39], slot-115

ted 1-persistence [39] and slotted p-persistence [39] do not116

consider MAC layer issues (i.e., the hidden terminal problem,117

packet collisions, interference, link unreliability, etc.) [27]118

which make forwarders selection unreliable in lossy wireless119

channel (i.e., city settings). DBA-MAC [37] and ABSM [11]120

disseminate messages based on an already formed virtual121

backbone structure [26]. These schemes select backbone nodes122

to forward the message to next hop. DBA-MAC [37] selects123

backbone nodes based on the estimated lifetime of wireless124

connection links. However, DBA-MAC achieves low packet125

reception rate in the presence of lossy wireless channel.126

ABSM [11] makes use of acknowledgements (beacons include127

identifiers of the recently received broadcast messages to serve128

as acknowledgments) to enhance reliability. In ABSM [11],129

if at least one neighbor does not acknowledge the message,130

the backbone node performs more retransmissions. In dense131

networks, ABSM [11] performs redundant retransmissions due132

to increased packet collisions. Furthermore, creation and main-133

tenance of the backbone structure (i.e., links of the backbone134

nodes) generates high communication overhead. 3P3B [35],135

“Abiding Geocast” [6] and PAB [7] allow the farthest possible136

vehicle to perform forwarding. However, the time gap between137

beacon sending time of a node and the time at which that node138

becomes a forwarder may be very long. In such situations, the139

forwarder may not be within the range of the sender. Thus,140

the sender remains unaware of message dissemination and141

starts rebroadcasting. PMBP [32] selects the farthest forward-142

ing node according to its distance to the sender. Similarly,143

ROFF [33] selects the farthest node using distance to the144

sender. However, one-hop broadcast reception rate is lower145

in farthest positions due to channel fading [20]. As a result, 146

ROFF [33], PMBP [32] 3P3B [35], “Abiding Geocast” [6] 147

and PAB [7] perform multiple timer-based retransmissions 148

which do not satisfy the delay requirements of safety-related 149

applications. CLBP [34] selects a single forwarding node 150

and makes use of BRTS/BCTS packets to prevent hidden 151

terminal problem. A single BRTS packet is vulnerable to 152

interference, in city scenarios. To ensure reliable message 153

delivery to forwarder, the latter sends an acknowledgement 154

(ACK) frame back to the sender. However, an acknowledge- 155

ment (ACK) mechanism is generally not robust under harsh 156

channel conditions. In addition, a single selected forwarding 157

node may change direction or be malfunctioning. Moreover, 158

in [6], [7], and [34] intermediate nodes perform overhearing 159

to receive messages. The overhearing approach does not guar- 160

antee successful message reception in lossy wireless channel. 161

Oppcast [10] selects the farthest possible neighboring node 162

based on acknowledgements (ACK) and retransmissions to 163

forward the message to next hop. To improve packet reception 164

ratio for intermediate nodes, Oppcast [10] elects ‘makeups’ 165

(intermediate forwarders). The makeups rebroadcast the mes- 166

sage to enhance the packet reception rate PRR in each one- 167

hop area. However, the ‘makeups’ are selected, based on their 168

distance to the sender. In adverse network conditions, selected 169

makeups may have low reception quality resulting in packet 170

loss. Oppcast [10] is more concerned by delay than reliability. 171

Consequently, emergency messages may be received with low 172

latency at the cost of lower reliability. 173

Recently, a family of repetition-based MAC proto- 174

cols [9], [20] has been proposed for the broadcasting of 175

safety messages in vehicular networks. Each vehicle uses 176

a repetition-based MAC in order to achieve high reception 177

success probability. Consider time is divided into frames. Each 178

frame, in turn, is divided into k time slots with length equals to 179

the transmission time of a single packet. SPR [9] transmits the 180

packet in each timeslot in a frame with probability p. In this 181

approach, a packet may be transmitted L times or not trans- 182

mitted at all. FR-EMD [40] adjusts the number of repetitions 183

based on the network density. However, in city settings, what- 184

ever the number of broadcast repetitions, FR-EMD does not 185

guarantee high reliability in lossy wireless channel. In POC- 186

MAC [53], the distribution of repetition patterns to nodes 187

uses considerable channel resources (i.e., available codes are 188

acquired through message-passing) in high density networks. 189

In lossy channel, the exchanged messages (message-passing 190

between vehicles to update codes availability information) can 191

be lost. This may result in erroneous code assignment (i.e., 192

two neighboring nodes may allocate same code) resulting in 193

unreliability. CPF [38] extends POC-MAC [53] for multi- 194

hop emergency message dissemination in highway scenarios. 195

In lossy wireless channel, selected forwarders may have bad 196

link reception quality resulting in failed reception. As a result, 197

CPF [38] does not guarantee high broadcast reliability in 198

lossy channel. Indeed, if fixed number of message repetitions 199

is forwarded over a frame, they may be sending either too 200

few or too many packets. In addition, structured repetition- 201

based schemes [38], [53] are not compatible with emerging 202

DSRC/802.11p [6]. 203
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In this paper, REMD provides a solution to existing204

reliability issues. More specifically, REMD allows estimat-205

ing/predicting, with high accuracy, the link reception quality.206

Then, it uses this information in order to guarantee:207

1) One hop reliability of 802.11p-based broadcast:208

• By carrying out an optimal number of emergency209

message repetitions. Repetition patterns are com-210

puted based on Uni-polar orthogonal codes (UPOC)211

to combat hidden terminal problem.212

2) Multi-hop reliability:213

• By carefully selecting multiple forwarders and their214

positions, each single hop; and215

• By employing a cooperative communication scheme216

that allows forwarders to retransmit the emergency217

message an optimal number of times with the objec-218

tive of ensuring high retransmission reliability.219

III. RELIABLE EMERGENCY MESSAGE DISSEMINATION:220

AN OVERVIEW221

REMD is designed to disseminate emergency messages222

with very high reliability in urban vehicular network. The223

main idea of REMD is to guarantee broadcast reliability (e.g.,224

rth = 99%) [20] at each hop by performing an optimal225

number of broadcast repetitions. Basically, REMD estimates,226

with high accuracy, the reception quality of wireless link in227

the transmission range Tr. Then, it uses this information to228

compute an optimal number of message repetitions and to229

select multiple forwarders and their positions at each hop. The230

forwarders of each hop perform cooperative communication to231

reinforce achieving high reliability.232

A. Assumptions233

We assume that (a) vehicles are moving on urban streets;234

a scenario where a source node with a generic emergency235

message M that requires multi-hop transmission is intended236

for all nearby vehicles in a geographical area; (b) vehicles are237

equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) and digital238

road maps; (c) vehicles are equipped with IEEE 802.11p [2]239

wireless technology and computation capabilities; (d) obsta-240

cles (e.g., buildings, moving vehicles) exist; they impact241

communication among vehicles; and (e) the factors causing242

failures of message transmissions are temporary or intermittent243

(e.g., failure of 802.11p/GPS in a vehicle is not considered).244

B. Network Model and Definitions245

In the following, we present the definitions of the relevant246

terms used to describe REMD.247

• Source node: It defines the vehicle that detects an248

unexpected event.249

• Target area: It defines the geographical area that includes250

all vehicles approaching/driving, towards the source, that251

are intended recipients of the emergency message gener-252

ated by the source node.253

• Segment: It defines the area between two road254

intersections.255

Fig. 1. Target area structure.

• Zone: It defines a static portion of the segment whose 256

length is same as the transmission range of a vehicle. 257

Based on its length, a road segment is divided into a 258

number of zones. 259

• Cell: It defines a static partition of a zone with predefined 260

length (e.g., length of a Car y =∼ 6 m [46]). A cell 261

represents a possible vehicle position (a fine-grain local- 262

ization of vehicles). Assuming the lowest speed in the 263

city is equal to 10 km/h, the minimum distance between 264

two vehicles is 10000∗2
3600

∼= 5.55 m. Thus, there will be 265

either 1 vehicle or no vehicle in each cell. In each zone, 266

cells are identified/numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. 267

• Transit time: It defines the time interval that a vehicle 268

takes to transit a cell (a vehicle position). If V is the 269

vehicle velocity, the transit delay Ts is computed as 270

follows: 271

Ts = 6

V
(1) 272

• Regular vehicle: It defines a passing vehicle. During Ts , 273

such a vehicle records cell information. Then, it includes 274

this information in its next beacon. We use the term 275

regular vehicle or vehicle interchangeably to denote a 276

passing vehicle. 277

• Coordinator: It defines a vehicle, located around the 278

center of a zone, which continuously processes received 279

beacons of vehicles in the effective zone (i.e., the current 280

zone). There exists a coordinator per zone. 281

• Coordination packet (CP): It defines a periodic packet 282

transmitted by the coordinator. The coordinator transmits 283

periodic CPs instead of periodic beacons (See Fig. 1). CP 284

includes the status information of the coordinator (posi- 285

tion, velocity, direction, etc.) together with information it 286

processed. The transmission power of CP is two times 287

the beacon’s one. 288

• Sender: It defines the current broadcast node (a node that 289

intends to transmit the emergency message). The source is 290

a sender when it first broadcasts the emergency message. 291

C. REMD Components 292

The objective of REMD is to determine an optimal number 293

of message repetitions and forwarders, together with their 294

positions, to achieve reliability requirements. It consists of an 295

initialization phase, called IN, and 5 key phases: (a) Data Col- 296

lection (DC); (b) Local State Processing (LSP); (c) Broadcast 297
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Reliability guarantee (BR); (d) Forwarders Selection (FS); and298

(e) Cooperative one-hop reliability guarantee (C-reliability).299

IN is executed once to assign a zero-correlated Uni-Polar300

orthogonal code to each zone. DC and LSP run continuously301

whereas BR, FS and C-reliability run only when an event302

requiring a message to be disseminated to vehicles in a303

target area occurs. It is important to note that REMD is also304

applicable for safety applications that rely on one-hop message305

broadcast. In that context, FS and C-reliability phases are306

omitted.307

(a) DC: It is executed by regular vehicles; more specifically,308

a regular vehicle records its state information (i.e. packet309

collision rate and average signal power attenuation). Then,310

it includes this information in its periodic beacons. The objec-311

tive of this phase is to provide the coordinator with information312

about wireless channel state in its effective zone.313

(b) LSP: The coordinator executes LSP to process beacons314

received from neighboring vehicles, to estimate/predict link315

reception quality of 802.11p wireless link of vehicles in each316

zone; then, it includes this information in next CP.317

(c) BR: It is executed at the source and at the forwarders.318

Using recent received CPs, the source (or the forwarder)319

computes optimal number of broadcast repetitions that satisfy320

reliability requirements in its transmission range.321

(d) FS: It is executed at the source and at a specific forwarder.322

Using recent received CPs, the source (or the forwarder)323

selects multiple forwarding nodes and their positions in its324

transmission range.325

(e) C-Reliability: The forwarders of same hop execute326

C-reliability, in a distributed fashion, and coordinate to select327

next-hop relays (forwarders). More specifically, the forwarders328

perform cooperative communication to send/repeat the emer-329

gency message an optimal number of times with the objective330

to ensure high reliability in next hop.331

IV. RELIABLE EMERGENCY MESSAGE DISSEMINATION:332

A DETAILED DESCRIPTION333

In the following we describe the details of the six phases334

of REMD.335

A. Initialization (IN)336

To combat hidden terminal problem, REMD assigns to337

each zone a specific code (repetition pattern) obtained from338

zero-correlated Uni-Polar orthogonal codes in order to time-339

separate interfering nodes. Let ξ = (L,�, λ ) be a set of340

UPOCs, where L is the code length, � is the code weight and341

λ is the cross-correlation [56]. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xL) ∈ ξ342

and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yL) ∈ ξ be two codes such that x �= y.343

Let τ (1 ≤ τ ≤ L − 1) be a circular displacement. The cross-344

correlation property is defined as follows:
L−1∑

0
xi ∗ yi

⊕
τ ≤ λ.345

A repetition pattern represents a binary sequence of length L346

in which bit 1 denotes a transmission and bit 0 represents an347

idle timeslot. In each timeslot, if a node is not transmitting,348

it switches to the idle mode. The code assignment scheme must349

ensure that the cross-correlation property λ(0 ≤ λ ≤ � − 1)350

with 2-hop neighboring nodes is zero. The average segment351

length is smaller or equal to 500 m [58]. In the model of city 352

roads network used in this work, the average road segment 353

length is double the transmission range (transmission range 354

is 250 m [12]). Hence, a node along a road segment can 355

interfere with up to 4 other nodes along adjacent road segments 356

(2 nodes in two zones on the same road and 2 nodes in 357

two zones along the perpendicular roads). Thus, at least 5 358

codes (i.e., |ξ | = 5) having zero correlation are required. 359

Chung and Yang [3] provide an upper bound for the size of 360

codes |ξ | = ⌊ L
�

⌋
, where L is the code length and � is the 361

code weight. 362

B. Data Collection (DC) 363

DC allows collecting packet loss rate (PL) and signal power 364

attenuation rate (PA). DC is executed at regular vehicles. Dur- 365

ing the transit delay Ts , a vehicle transiting a cell may receive 366

multiple packets. At the end of Ts , the vehicle computes PL 367

(see (2)) and PA (see (3)) for that cell. The packet loss rate 368

of cell x at time t is given as follows: 369

PL (x, t) = NL

Nt
(2) 370

where Ntis the total number of packets and N Lis the number 371

of lost packets. To compute PL, we assume that (a) The 372

number of packets resulting from 3 or more packets colliding 373

at any instant t is negligible [41]; and (b) The number of 374

packets that fail to be detected by the receiver’s radio device 375

is negligible [42]. Therefore, the number of lost packets N L 376

detected by vehicle v, during Ts , is equal to the sum of the 377

number of non-decodable messages, n1, from senders located 378

in the interference range of v and the number of collisions, n2, 379

due to “real” collisions of packets emitted from two senders 380

that are both in range of the receiver (i.e., N L = n1 +2×n2). 381

Using (2) requires that the vehicle determines the “real” 382

number of packets Nt sent by nodes in range or in interference 383

range; the “real” number of packets includes packets that did 384

not reach the vehicle; in practice, a receiver is unable to record 385

such information. The “real” number of packets Nt is equal 386

to the sum of the number of lost packets N L and the number 387

of successfully received packets Nr (i.e., Nt = N L + Nr). 388

The signal power attenuation rate PA of cell x at time t is 389

expressed as follows: 390

PA (x, t) = 1

Nr
∗

i=Nr∑

i=1

(
X0 (di)

Tx

)

(3) 391

where di is the distance to neighbor i, X0(di) is the power 392

attenuation rate of a packet sent by neighbor i , and T x is 393

the transmitted signal power. Upon a successful reception of a 394

packet, the vehicle records the packet’s received signal strength 395

indicator (RSSI) and its transmitted power T x . It is worth 396

noting that signal power attenuation, reception power and 397

transmitted power are only available for successfully received 398

packets. In a realistic channel model, like Rayleigh, the RSSI 399

value at distance d from the transmitter is given by: 400

RSSI (d)= Tx − Los (d0) − 10 ∗ ρ ∗ log10

(
d

d0

)

+ X0 (4) 401
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where T x is the transmitted power in decibel (DB), Los (d0)402

is the path loss at a reference distance (i.e., d0), ρ is the403

path loss exponent and X0 denotes the signal attenuation in404

decibel. X0 is modeled as a random variable with Rayleigh405

distribution [43]. The value of ρ can be set depending on406

the propagation environment [43]. Our objective is to extract407

the value of the attenuation effect X0 from the received408

RSSI value. To achieve this, we consider one sender and409

one receiver, spaced by m meters. The transmitter emits only410

one packet to be exposed to only fading and path loss effect411

(i.e., X0 = 0). In this case, the receiver records signal power412

degradation (T x − RSSI ). Then, it calculates the average413

attenuation per meter (e.g., for d = 20 m and 0.08 db; we414

obtain signal power degradation rate α =∼ 0.004 db/m).415

Thus, the receiver is able to extract X0 from RSSI (i.e.,416

X0 (d)= RSSI (d) − α ∗ d. At the end of T , regular vehicle417

includes P L and P Ain its next beacon.418

C. Local State Processing (LSP)419

This phase estimates link reception quality Q in the trans-420

mission range. LSP is executed at the coordinator node. The421

coordinator acts as a zone manager. It is in charge of process-422

ing exchanged beacons. Indeed, the zone manager provides423

a source node with data corresponding to its range. A coor-424

dinator is chosen dynamically through exchange of beacons.425

To select a coordinator, we introduce a status flag in beacons,426

which, if set, represents a coordinator vehicle; otherwise, it427

represents a regular vehicle. We define the start coordination428

position Sp as one-quarter of the transmission range away from429

the beginning of the zone and the last coordination position430

L p as three-quarter of the transmission range away from the431

beginning of the zone. If a vehicle finds itself as the closest432

vehicle to the position Sp , it sets its status to coordinator; a433

flag is included in periodic beacons to represent the status of a434

vehicle (i.e., coordinator or regular vehicle). Upon reaching the435

position L p , it resets its status (i.e., becomes regular vehicle)436

and allows another vehicle located in Sp (or nearby) to be437

the zone manager. At any time, there is only one coordinator438

per zone. Upon receipt of a beacon from a vehicle located439

in cell x at time t, the coordinator extracts: (a) P L(x, t) to440

measure the quality of wireless link in cell x (see (5)); and (b)441

P A(x, t) to compute an equivalent packet loss rate eP L(x, t)442

(see (6)). Let us analyze the variation, over time, of average443

attenuation (PA) and packet loss rate (PR) for cell ‘A’ (see444

Fig. 4). By using 4th order polynomial curve fitting [45],445

we show that PA and PL have similar variations (see Fig. 4);446

they have linear correlation. We extract the conversion ratio μ447

(correlation coefficient) that represents the average attenuation448

to the average packet loss over a period of time. Therefore,449

the reception quality of 802.11p wireless link Q (x, t) at time450

t can be expressed as follows:451

Q (x, t)= 1 − PL (x, t) (5)452

In case of controlled channel condition, reported PL val-453

ues may be equal to zero. Therefore, the reception quality454

of 802.11p wireless link Q (x, t) at time t can be expressed455

Fig. 2. Distribution of PA and PL over time in a cell.

as follows: 456

Q (x, t)= 1 − ePL (x, t) = 1 − μ ∗ PA(x, t) (6) 457

Link reception quality Q (x, t) changes over time due to 458

the dynamic nature of vehicular networks; thus, if the source 459

node uses reception quality measured at t1 by the coordinator, 460

to execute actions at t2(t2 > t1), wrongful decisions may be 461

taken (e.g., selection of forwarders). Thus, before transmission 462

of CP at t2, the coordinator estimates/predicts, with high 463

accuracy, link quality at t2 based on its quality history (i.e., 464

quality at t1 and earlier). The coordinator makes use of PA 465

and PL, previously measured (see Fig. 2) in its neighboring 466

cells (i.e., in its transmission range), to predict future values 467

of PA and PL, with high accuracy. For prediction, it extends 468

the historical time-series PL and PA to future periods using 469

curve-fitting. 470

To achieve this, let us do a polynomial modeling of PL 471

and PA values for a cell A. Let P (t) and R(t) denote 472

kth order polynomials that represent PL-trend and PA-trend, 473

respectively. P (t) and R(t) are defined as follows: 474

P (t) = a0 + a1t+a2t2+ . . .+aktk (7) 475

R (t) = b0 + b1t+b2t2+ . . .+bktk (8) 476

The problem of determining P (t) is reduced to that of 477

determining the coefficients ai ,where 0 ≤ i ≤ k, as accurately 478

as possible using experimental results and taking into account 479

experimental errors. Quantifying the error for the polynomial 480

trend using the least squares approach is as follows: 481

err =
∑

(di)
2 =

∑
(PL (ti) −P(ti))

2 (9) 482

Note that it is particularly difficult to accurately esti- 483

mate/predict the channel condition in vehicular networks 484

due to the frequently changing network environment [47]. 485

Although there are some limitations for the polynomial mod- 486

eling based estimation, we can minimize the error in (9). Sim- 487

ilarly, coefficients in (8) can be estimated. The approximation 488

of PL and PA variations are then P (t) and Q (t). Therefore, 489

the coordinator sets a local state map (LSM), and includes it 490

in its next CP. LSM consists of link reception quality Q(x, t) 491

of vehicles in its effective zone. 492
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D. Broadcast Reliability (BR)493

This phase allows guaranteeing predefined reliability rth in494

transmission range. To achieve this, the vehicle rapidly repeats495

the message an optimal number of times, using the repetition496

pattern of its effective zone, with the objective to enhance497

reception probability per-receiver. More specifically, we con-498

sider a useful message lifetime T whose value is smaller499

than human reaction time; the vehicle repeats broadcasting the500

packet multiple times only within T. Let α be the time needed501

to perform one repetition (τ = 1 time slot). The transmitter502

evenly splits the lifetime into L time slots, where L = ⌊ T
α

⌋
.503

L represents also the code length (maximum number of codes504

needed to time-separate interfering nodes). Each repetition of505

the message is a new packet. The cell transit time Ts ranges506

between 0.2 s and 0.4 s while the message lifetime T is less507

than 0.5 s. Link reception quality Q (x, t) represents reception508

probability p (x) per slot. p(x) is expressed as follows:509

p(x) = Q (x, t) (10)510

During T , the sender performs n repetitions. Excessive rep-511

etitions might cause congestion leading to collisions [52].512

Therefore, an optimal number of repetitions nopt must be513

determined. Let Ng be the number of neighbors in trans-514

mission range, tk(1 ≤ k ≤ L) be a random variable that515

indicates that k time slots are picked (i.e., k repetitions are516

performed) and Xi (0 ≤ i ≤ Ng) be a random variable517

taking values 0 and 1. Xi follows a Bernoulli random variable518

Xi ∼ β(p(x)) with success probability pi , associated with519

receiver i . The probability mass function (p.m.f) of Xi is520

expressed in (11). Let Y k
i be a geometric random variable521

Y k
i ∼ geo (p(x)) associated with receiver i , (1 ≤ i ≤ Ng). The522

geometric random variable Y k
i returns the number of Bernoulli523

trials (repetitions) as expressed in (12). Probability of first524

success at the kth repetition, for k ≥ 1, is given in (13).525

p (Xi= 1) = pi= Q (x, t) = 1 − p (Xi= 0) (11)526

Yk
i = k ⇐⇒

(
X1

i = 0,X2
i = 0,Xk−1

i = 0,Xk
i = 1

)
(12)527

P (Yi= k) = pi ∗ (1 − pi)
k−1 (13)528

The integer linear programming (ILP) [57] of the broadcast529

reliability (BR) problem can be expressed as follows:530

Max1≤i≤Ng

(
Min1≤k≤L

(
Yk

i ∗ tk
))

(14)531

S.t .532

1

N
∗

k=L∑

k=1

⎛

⎝
i=Ng∑

i=1

(
Xk

i ∗ tk
)
⎞

⎠ ≥ rth (15)533

tk, Xk
i ∈ {0, 1} for all i, k (16)534

The objective function (14) maximizes the minimum number535

of repetitions. Constraint (15) guarantees broadcast reliability536

requirement rth . We define the broadcast reliability metric as537

the ratio of the number of vehicles, in the transmission range,538

that successfully receive the message within its lifetime T ,539

to the number of total neighbors. This metric is called packet540

reception rate (PRR). PRR is the common deterministic metric541

to measure one-hop broadcast reliability protocols [1]. Hence, 542

constraint (15) can be written as follows: 543

PRR ≥rth (17) 544

Constraint (16) is the integrity constraint of the decision 545

variables. BR is a linear MaxMin problem [49]; we solve this 546

problem using an iterative procedure. The main idea of the 547

solution is to increment repetitions by 1 and compute PRR. 548

The number of repetitions (Eq.(14)) achieves its minimum 549

value nopt the first time PRR becomes greater than the 550

predefined reliability threshold rth . We quantify PRR before 551

a message transmission occurs. In the first repetition, let 552

us suppose Bernoulli random variables Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ Ng) are 553

independent such that pi (1 ≤ i ≤ Ng) are not all identical. Let 554

S =
i=N∑

i=1
Xi be the distribution of their sum. The distribution 555

of S is known to be a Poisson Binomial Distribution [51]. The 556

number of successful receivers is k out of Ng . The probability 557

of having k(1 ≤ k ≤ Ng) successful receivers out of a total of 558

Ng can be expressed as the following probability mass function 559

(p.m.f) [48]: 560

P (S = k) =
∑

A∈
(

k
Ng

)

∏

i∈A

pi ∗
∏

j∈Ac

(
1 − pj

)
(18) 561

where Ac is the complement of A. In a sequence of n indepen- 562

dent repetitions each of success probability p(x), we redefine 563

the Bernoulli random variable Xi , associated with receiver i , 564

that takes the value one if at least one successful packet 565

reception occurs. Success probability pn (x) is defined as 566

follows: 567

pn (x) = 1 − (1 − Q (x, t))n (19) 568

pn (x) > Q (x, t) (20) 569

The number of trials remains Ng . The probability mass func- 570

tion (p.m.f) of the number of receivers can be reformulated as 571

follows: 572

P (S = k) =
∑

A∈
(

k
Ng

)

∏

i∈A

[
1 − (1 − Q (x, t))n]

573

∗
∏

j∈Ac

(1 − Q (x, t))n (21) 574

In practice, the sum over

(
k
Ng

)

in (21) has a high com- 575

putational time and space requirements. For example, for 576

Ng = 40, the sum generates more than 1030 elements. Several 577

solutions have been proposed to calculate probabilities in (21). 578

Le Cam theorem [50] establishes two basic hypothesis for 579

Poisson approximation to the Poisson binomial distribution in 580

the Poisson limit theorem [50]. If pi → 0 and Ng → +∞, 581

the mean value λ = pi ∗ Ng remains constant. Therefore, 582

p (S = k) in (21) equals to e−λ λk

k! . However, we cannot 583

apply Le Cam theorem in vehicular networks since, in this 584

case, pi � 0 and Ng � ∞; indeed, applying Poisson 585

approximation to solve (21) will result in less accurate results. 586
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Thus, we turn to find the exact poisson binomial distribution.587

To compute the probability mass function (p.m.f) in (21),588

we make use of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) based algo-589

rithm [54] to speed up the computation. More specifically,590

we adapt the algorithm in [30] to derive a simplified exact591

formula of (21). The adapted algorithm is labeled PMF-FFT.592

Basically, PMB-FFT makes use of the characteristic function593

of the random variable S = X1 + X2 + . . . + Xn to derive594

Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) equation of the595

sequence
{

p (s = 1) , p (s = 2) . . . p(s = Ng)
}
. Then, PMB-596

FFT applies the FFT algorithm [54] to both sides of the derived597

IDFT equation to get (p.m.f) of the random variable S. The598

complex part of our proposal is in computing FFT. Or, the time599

complexity of FFT (and hence of PMF-FFT) is (Ng × log(Ng))600

[54]. We tested our approach using a Laptop (HP) which has601

8 GB of RAM and 2.4 GHz of processor speed. The obtained602

time complexity is in order of microsecond. We expect even603

much smaller values with more processing power. Let ωn604

define the resulting vector of PMF-FFT for the nth repetition.605

Hence, ωn represents the exact distribution of poisson binomial606

distribution. The number of successful receivers k corresponds607

to the maximum value ∂ , 1 ≤ ∂ ≤ Ng, starting from which608

the cumulative sum of probability mass function (p.m.f) equals609

to 0.99. By this way, the number of successful receivers k is610

obtained with a 99% guarantee. This value is easily obtained611

using (22). Packet reception rate (PRR) is expressed in (23).612

The number of repetitions achieves its minimum value nopt the613

first time PRR becomes greater than the predefined reliability614

threshold rth (P RR(n) ≥ rth).615

∂ (n) =
⎧
⎨

⎩
max(x)
1≤x≤Ng

;
⎛

⎝
Ng∑

k=x

(ωn(k))

⎞

⎠ ≥ 0.99

⎫
⎬

⎭
(22)616

PRR(n) = ∂(n)

Ng
(23)617

A vehicle joining a road segment gets the repetition pattern of618

its effective zone by using the road ID (In a numerical map,619

each road segment is given a road ID) and its position. Once620

an event occurs, the vehicle computes its optimal number of621

repetitions nopt . Then, it maps this number to the repetition622

pattern of its effective zone (i.e., the vehicle selects first nopt623

transmission slots out of �). To perform nopt repetitions,624

we design an overlay, called MAC Repetition Layer (MRL),625

on the standard MAC Carrier Sensing [55]. MRL is responsi-626

ble for generating broadcast repetitions. MRL resides between627

standard MAC layer and Logical Link Control (LLC) layer.628

The state machine of MRL is shown in Fig. 3. MRL consists629

of 3 states: (a) Repeat; (b) Drop;and (c) Idle. If a packet is630

received from LLC layer, MRL switches from Idle to Repeat.631

Here, MRL generates nopt packets, associates them to the first632

nopt (1 ≤ nopt ≤ L) time slots (FIFO) of the repetition pattern633

and transmits them to the MAC layer; then, it goes back to634

Idle. In case a packet is received from MAC, MRL switches635

from Idle to Discard. Here, MRL checks whether the packet636

is new. If yes, the packet is transmitted to LLC; otherwise,637

it is discarded.638

Fig. 3. State machine of MAC Repetitions Layer (MRL).

E. Forwarders Selection (FS) 639

To relay the message to next hop, REMD executes FS. The 640

main idea of FS is to select multiple next-hop forwarders 641

having best link reception quality Q (x, t). Let nF be the 642

number of forwarders. Multiple forwarders allow avoiding 643

single forwarder limitations; if only one vehicle is chosen as 644

a forwarder and if that vehicle malfunctions or moves away 645

(i.e., leaves the road segment) the message dissemination will 646

be stopped. For simplification, we take number of repetitions 647

nopt as a reasonable value for nF . To ensure successful mes- 648

sage reception, forwarders should have high success reception 649

probability. Furthermore, it is a known fact that forwarders 650

locations should be close to the border in order to reduce 651

multi-hop latency. FS consists of two steps: (a) Reception- 652

based selection; and (b) Position-based selection. 653

1) Reception Based Selection: The sender makes use of 654

link reception quality information to select forwarders. For- 655

warders having good link reception quality are better choice 656

to successfully receive the message and retransmit it. Consider 657

neighbors’ information is available (i.e., using exchanged 658

beacons). Let vNg denotes the set of cells in transmission 659

range having vehicles. For each x∈vNg , the sender extracts the 660

corresponding link reception quality Q (x, t) , 1 ≤x≤Ng , from 661

the most recent CP and picks the best nF elements of vNg (in 662

terms of link quality); then, it creates a set vq that includes 663

these elements ordered from best to worst (in terms of link 664

quality). 665

2) Position Based Selection: In order to reduce hop count, 666

the sender ensures that the forwarders locations are close to the 667

border. To achieve this, for each location x ∈ vq , the sender 668

makes use of a location shifting technique τ (x) that moves 669

x to the closest location y to the border while preserving 670

an equivalent link reception quality. In practice, the sender 671

sets up, for each cell, x ∈ vq , a relative 2D coordinate 672

system {X, Y } having the origin x. The X-axis corresponds 673

to reception quality values. The Y-axis corresponds to cells in 674

transmission range. Let D (x, y) define a distance function, 675

on X-axis, such that D (x, y) = |Q (x, t) − Q (y, t)|. Let 676

C (x, y) define a distance function, on Y-axis, such that 677

C (x, y) = |x − y|. Let t �D(x,y) define a translation operation 678

on X-axis. 679

x →t �D(x,y) (x) =
{

y if
∥
∥
∥ �D (x, y)

∥
∥
∥ ≤ Lth

x else
(24) 680
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t �x,y : vq −→ v̄q (25)681

t �xy =
{

y if y ≥ x∧ max
y

(C (x, y)) ,

x else
682

Specifically, the translation operation t �xy assigns to the cell683

x ∈ vq the cell y such that y is the closest cell to the border.684

Finally, the distance shifting technique τ (x) combines (24)685

and (25) in order to obtain the final forwarders locations τ (x)686

defined as follows:687

688

τ (x) = t �xyo
(

t �D(x,y)(x)
)

= y689

⇔ ((|x − y|) ∧
(∥
∥
∥ �D (x, y)

∥
∥
∥ ≤ Lth

)
∧ (y ≥ x) (26)690

Let vF denote the set of resulting forwarders locations. The691

sender applies a prioritization rule ϕi (1 ≤ i ≤ nF ) to692

forwarders locations in vF . The priorities ϕi are specified693

in (27).694

ϕi= ϕ
(

vF (i)
)

= i (27)695

The locations of forwarders and their priorities ϕi are included696

in the emergency message. Such an information is useful697

to coordinate among forwarders in the C-reliability phase.698

Specifically, the translation operation t �D(x,y) (x) assigns to cell699

x ∈ vq a cell y ∈ v̄q having an equivalent link reception quality700

(
∥
∥
∥ �D (x, y)

∥
∥
∥ ≤ Lth). In practice, the value of Lth is set to 0.01701

because we are not able to achieve 100% equivalency. Let t �xy702

define a translation operation on Y-axis.703

3) C-Reliability: This phase is executed by forwarders704

of same hop. The forwarders cooperatively perform optimal705

broadcast repetitions with the objective to reinforce achiev-706

ing high broadcast reliability. In addition, the forwarders707

coordinate to select next-hop forwarders. To achieve this,708

the forwarders take the role of broadcasting the message709

iteratively with respect to their priorities ϕi . Fig. 4 shows710

the state machine of C-Reliability phase. Each forwarder711

j (1 ≤ j ≤ nF ) is assigned a broadcasting timer Tac ( j)712

and its initial value is indicated in (28). If the broadcasting713

timer expires, corresponding forwarder j performs nre( j)714

repetitions; initial number of repetitions is indicated in (30).715

Otherwise, the corresponding forwarder is suspended and716

the value of its broadcasting timer is updated using (29).717

Similarly, forwarders update number of repetitions using (31).718

Initially, the highest priority forwarder (with ϕi ) executes719

broadcast repetitions (BR) and selects next-hop forwarders720

while forwarders at lower priorities are suspended. Lower721

priority forwarders overhear message transmissions and record722

failed receptions as specified in (32) as long as their broad-723

casting timer is not expired. Indeed, the repetitions are either724

successfully transmitted or lost before broadcasting timer of725

forwarder j expires. If broadcasting timer Tac ( j) of forwarder726

j expires, we distinguish three cases: (a) Case 1: Current727

forwarder j failed to receive all repetitions of higher priority728

forwarder(s) (nre ( j) = nopt ). This means that higher priority729

forwarders are malfunctioning or have moved away. Thus,730

current forwarder j executes forwarders selection (FS) before731

broadcasting the repetitions; (b) Case 2: Current forwarder732

Fig. 4. State machine diagram of Cooperative reliability.

j successfully received all repetitions of higher priority for- 733

warders (nre ( j) = 0). In this case, current forwarder j remains 734

in idle state and suspends its broadcasting timer; (c) Case 3: 735

Current forwarder j didn’t receive successfully all repetitions 736

of higher-priority forwarders (nF > nre ( j) > 0). This sit- 737

uation usually occurs when higher-priority forwarders leave 738

the transmission range before accomplishing nopt repetitions. 739

Thus, current forwarder j extracts next-hop forwarders list 740

from the already successfully received repetitions and carries 741

out the rest of repetitions as specified in (31). As long as (33) 742

is not verified, the reliability requirement in current hop is 743

not achieved and the coordination process among forwarders 744

continues. 745

Tac (j) = TFS+nopt∗TData. (28) 746

Tac (j) = (j − 1) ∗�sj + nre (j) ∗ TData. (29) 747

nre ( j) = nopt . (30) 748
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TABLE I

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

nre (j) = nopt −
⎛

⎝
i=j∑

i=3

(
nopt − nre (i − 1)

)
⎞

⎠ . (31)749

nre (j) = nre (j) +1. (32)750

nopt =
⎛

⎝
i=j∑

i=1

nre (i)

⎞

⎠ . (33)751

V. SIMULATIONS752

In this section, we present a simulation-based evalua-753

tion of REMD and 4 other data dissemination schemes,754

i.e., ABSM [11], 3P3B [35], Oppcast [10] and CPF [38].755

While [10] and [11] are based on CSMA and propose tech-756

niques to improve reliability in multi-hop including intermedi-757

ate nodes reachability, CFP is a recent repetition-based MAC758

scheme that uses structured repetitions. We chose also [35] as759

it is a recent emergency message dissemination scheme.760

A. Experiment Setup761

We run simulations using Omnet ++ 4.3 [15] as a dis-762

crete event simulator and Sumo traffic simulator [17]. Our763

C ++ code uses Veins 2.2.1 [16] for DSRC simulated764

components [16]. We configured Omnet ++ to model the765

impact of both distance and obstacles (i.e., buildings and766

moving vehicles) on the signal propagation. In our work,767

we choose the Rayleigh propagation model and Nakagami-768

m propagation model to test REMD in a more realistic fading769

environment. The value of the m parameter, also called shape770

factor, indicates the severity of multipath fading, and is a771

measure of channel quality. The Nakagami-m distribution772

models multipath fading conditions that are more severe than773

Rayleigh fading. When m = 1, the Nakagami-m distribution774

becomes the Rayleigh distribution. To increase fading effects,775

Nakagami uses smaller values for m. This makes it possible776

to model intensely faded channels (due to obstacles). Table I777

shows the simulation parameters. The specific parameters778

for 802.11p protocol are set in the ‘omnetpp.ini’ file of779

Omnet ++ simulator. We consider a real city map composed780

of a real city street map (www.openstreetmap.org/). The map781

has a grid-like city model. The map has intersections. In the782

chosen real street map based model, the average length of a783

road segment is 250 meters. Each road segment contains two784

lanes. The total length of the city streets segments is 3.5 km785

Fig. 5. Link quality vs. Density.

in an area of 1.5 km × 2.25 km. We consider the following 786

simulation scenario: a set of vehicles distributed uniformly 787

on road segments (1 vehicle/lane/250meter) act as message 788

sources. The scenario consists of 300 cars (nodes) on 20 street 789

segments. During simulation, the source vehicles broadcast 790

generic emergency messages at a rate of r messages/s. Sim- 791

ulation results, averaged over 50 runs; they are characterized 792

by a 94% confidence interval. The performance parameters, 793

we consider in the evaluation of REMD, are: (a) packet 794

reception ratio (PRR)(%): The percentage of vehicles that 795

receive the disseminated message; (b) Average propagation 796

delay (ms): The average length of time between the time 797

a message is transmitted by the source and the time it is 798

received by the vehicles in the target area; and (c) Network 799

load (Bytes/road segment): the amount of traffic in terms of 800

beacons, emergency messages and their retransmissions. 801

B. Validation 802

The objective of this section is to validate the analytical 803

findings of REMD using Omnet ++ simulations. More specif- 804

ically, we validate the followings: (a) link reception quality 805

Q (x, t) (see (5)-(6)); (b) packet reception rate PRR (see (23)); 806

and (c) optimal number of repetitions nopt (see (14)). 807

Fig. 5 shows reception quality Q (x, t) plotted against 808

vehicle density. As expected, Q (x, t) decreases when vehicle 809

density increases. This is expected since the traffic of periodic 810

beacons increases with density. This observation validates 811

the use of Q (x, t) to assess 802.11p reception quality in 812

cells. The analytical results closely follow simulation results 813

especially in the case of high density. The improvement in 814

accuracy, in high density scenarios, is related to the number 815

of received beacons during cell transit time Ts . Indeed, in high 816

density scenarios, the number of exchanged beacons (during 817

cell transit time Ts) during DC increases making polynomial 818

modeling based estimation and Curve-fitting [45] in LSP more 819

accurate. Whereas, in low-density scenarios, the number of 820

beacons decreases considerably making polynomial modeling 821

based estimation and Curve-fitting [45] in LSP less accurate. 822

In average, the difference between the analytical and the 823

simulation results is about 3%. 824
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Fig. 6. PRR vs. Repetitions.

Fig. 7. Repetitions nopt vs. density.

Fig. 6 shows PRR plotted against the number of repeti-825

tions n for three density levels. As expected, we observe826

that PRR increases with the number of repetitions. This827

observation validates the basic idea of broadcast repetitions.828

Again, the analytical results closely follow simulation results829

especially in moderate to high density scenarios. This behavior830

can be explained the same way the behavior, shown in Fig. 5,831

is explained (see previous paragraph). Fig. 6 shows that the832

average difference between the analytical results and simula-833

tion results is below 3%.834

Fig. 7 shows repetitions nopt plotted against density.835

We observe that the analytical model is very accurate: ana-836

lytical results practically coincide with the simulation results,837

in both medium and high density cases. All simulation results838

in the plot are obtained with 94% confidence interval. Negligi-839

ble differences, well below 5%, are noted only for low density840

scenarios.841

C. Comparison842

In this section, we evaluate the performance of REMD for843

city scenario in terms of PRR, average delay, and network844

Fig. 8. PRR vs Vehicle density.

load. The performance results are shown in Figs. (8)–(10). 845

Note that, in Figs. (8)–(10),we add a postfix “N” (respectively 846

a postfix “R”) to the schemes names to indicate the per- 847

formance results under Nakagami model (respectively under 848

Rayleigh model). 849

Fig. 8 shows the variation of PRR for three density lev- 850

els: high density (more than 80 vehicles/km), medium den- 851

sity (50–60 vehicles/km) and low vehicle density (Less than 852

40 vehicles/km). Initially, when the density is low, PRR varies 853

between 95% and 99% for all schemes. Then, as the density 854

increases, PRR gradually decreases to 66% for Oppcast-R, 855

57% for ABSM-R, 57% for 3P3B-R and 62% for CFP- 856

R. More importantly, we observe that PRR degradation for 857

all the schemes under Nakagami is worse than considering 858

only Rayleigh. For example, ABSM-R records 47% while 859

ABSM-N records 57%. The main reason for PRR degrada- 860

tion when considering Nakagami is that fading effects result 861

in bad link reception quality. Hence, when vehicle density 862

increases, channel conditions vary and in the presence of 863

obstacles, signal strength gets low. In contrast, we observe 864

that REMD-N and REMD-R has a constant PRR close to 865

99% for all densities. The main reason for PRR degrada- 866

tion when using the other schemes is that when vehicle 867

density increases, channel conditions vary (as emulated by 868

the Rayleigh model or the Nakagami model) resulting in 869

bad link reception quality. In city environment, buildings 870

and moving vehicles impact negatively the reception quality; 871

when coupled with high vehicle density, the situation is much 872

worse. When vehicle density increases, the number of vehicles 873

in the interference range increases. This explains the poor 874

performance of Oppcast since it does not implement a method 875

to combat hidden terminal problem. In addition, Oppcast 876

selects makeups (forwarders) based on their distance to the 877

sender in order to improve packet reception for intermediate 878

nodes. In high densities, makeups may have low reception 879

quality resulting in packet loss. In ABSM, beacons include 880

identifiers of the recently received broadcast messages, which 881

serve as acknowledgement of successful message reception. 882

Using this information, backbone nodes can check whether 883

all their neighbors successfully received a message. If this is 884
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Fig. 9. Delay vs Vehicle density.

not the case, a retransmission is scheduled upon the expiration885

of a timer. The higher the vehicle density, the higher the886

channel load and the higher the number of incurred collisions.887

In such a situation, a message may not be delivered to some888

passing vehicles which may be out of the sender range after889

the timer expires. In city settings, with high channel loss due890

to random interference, the resulting backbone links of ABSM891

are not reliable incurring high packet loss. PRR provided by892

3P3B drops when vehicle density goes up. Link loss due to893

interference with beacons is a major problem. This situation894

becomes serious when vehicle density increases. Here, the key895

component (BTS/CTS handshake) in 3B3P is affected. Fur-896

thermore, 3P3B selects a remote neighboring node as next-hop897

forwarder which may move away or be out of range. The poor898

performance of CFP in city settings in terms of PRR is related899

to (a) the fixed number of repetitions. Indeed, channel loss900

increases with vehicle density; thus, few repetitions result in901

unreliability; and (b) the distributed code assignment method;902

indeed, messages exchanged between vehicles, for code avail-903

ability information, are vulnerable to packet loss. In such a904

situation, several nodes may generate same repetition pattern905

resulting in unreliability. REMD, however, selects forwarders906

having good link reception quality. In high densities, collision907

rate and signal power attenuation rate drastically increase.908

In this case, REMD dynamically predicts/estimates (see DC909

and LSP for details) link reception quality in transmission910

range. Then, REMD carefully fixes the number of broadcast911

repetitions (in BR) in order to satisfy reliability requirement.912

Furthermore, REMD combats hidden terminal problem using913

UPOC.914

Fig. 9 shows average delay plotted against vehicle density.915

We observe that REMD-N (respectively REMD-R) achieves a916

very close delay when compared to Oppcast-N and 3P3B-N917

(respectively Oppcast-R and 3P3B-R) for 40-60 vehicles/km.918

When vehicle density goes up, we observe that the gap919

between REMD-R and 3P3B-R (respectively REMD-N and920

3P3B-N) becomes larger. A possible explanation is that,921

in dense urban scenarios, data packets may be highly vul-922

nerable to packet loss (i.e., interference). This demonstrates923

Fig. 10. Network Load vs Vehicle density.

that packet loss due to background traffic (i.e., exchanged 924

beacons) and hidden terminals critically impacts the delay 925

performance of delay-based schemes (e.g., 3P3B). In such 926

a situation, 3P3B performs more retransmissions in order to 927

recover failed receptions. Indeed, exchanged messages are 928

vulnerable to packet loss resulting in higher delay. For all 929

vehicle densities, REMD keeps an average delay smaller than 930

the recommended delay threshold [19]. This is due to the fact 931

that (a) Forwarder selection (FS) phase considers distance to 932

sender in addition to link reception quality; and (b) REMD 933

employs fast repetitions. Even in the case of severe fading 934

channel, REMD-N keeps an average delay smaller than the 935

recommended delay threshold [14]. 936

Fig. 10 shows that REMD generates lowest network load. 937

More importantly, the total network load of REMD-N (or 938

REMD-R) increases slowly with density. This is because the 939

optimized broadcast repetitions mechanism in REMD avoids 940

redundant rebroadcasting. The total network load generated by 941

REMD-N is quite higher than REMD-R. This can be explained 942

by the fact that in severe fading environment, more repetitions 943

are required to ensure very high reliability. In opposition, 944

Oppcast-R and 3P3B-R (respectively Oppcast-N and 3P3B-N) 945

continue retransmitting in order to recover failed retransmis- 946

sions. We conclude that REMD provides the best reliability 947

compared to existing related schemes while, at the same time, 948

provides the best delay which satisfies the requirements of 949

safety applications. 950

VI. CONCLUSION 951

The proposed cell concept provides fine-grained information 952

about wireless channel conditions. By employing curve fitting 953

and polynomial modeling, we are able to predict/estimate an 954

accurate link reception quality in cells. A Max-Min optimiza- 955

tion problem is proposed to compute an optimal number of 956

repetitions while ensuring predefined reliability requirements 957

at each hop. A stochastic modeling approach is used to 958

solve the Max-Min optimization problem. The number of 959

successful receivers is computed from a Poisson Binomial 960
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distribution (PBD). FFT enables an exact solution to PBD in961

O(n×log (n)) To combat hidden terminal problem, Uni-Polar962

orthogonal codes are applied to the city street network. This963

paper also proposes a solution for efficient next-hop forwarders964

selection. REMD selects multiple forwarders with good link965

reception quality together with their locations at each hop.966

The forwarders use cooperative transmissions with the objec-967

tive to achieve high reliability in intermediate hops. Using968

simulations, we validated the analytical model of REMD.969

We evaluated, via simulations, the performance of REMD970

and did show its outperformance compared to existing related971

schemes. Future work will investigate the use of machine972

learning tools to improve the estimation accuracy of link973

qualities in different cells of a given zone.974
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